
2 Fridges, 2 approaches: 
1. Lo-Fi and 2. Hi Tech, 
both incredibly simple



1. Lo-Fi
Simplicity in terms of materials and availability:

A Whisky and Bicycle Pump Fridge



The problem: Most fridges are very simple 
mechanical devices, but they rely on 

electricity and use a refrigerant (freon) that is 
difficult to obtain and costly to dispose of.



Other approaches:

Refrigeration uses embodied heat in a phase change 
where suitable refrigerants have phase change near 

standard room temperature and pressure.

Modern manufacturing tolerances mean that the tradeoff 
of a less efficient, less toxic refrigerant is more attractive.

 Most of these approaches use high temperatures or 
pressures (Ammonia fridges, Einstein Fridges). 



The Refrigerant
Fridges use a compressor. What if we looked at a low 

pressure environment, primed with a vacuum rather than 
a compressor and then adding energy via a simple 

piston such as a bicycle pump. In this case, methanol is 
a viable refrigerant if the whole system operates at 

0.1bar.



room temp

ethanol pressure/ enthalpy



The pump
Bicycle pumps inflate through a tube but draw air in from all 

around, via a deliberately imperfect seal. We need a 
bicycle pump that can suck and which has a valve to 

move air in and out of the same system. This can be done 
with a simple plastic attachment and two 1 way valves



The solution: our proposal uses a low 
pressure obtainable with an adapted 

bicycle pump and high methanol content 
booze, such as whisky.



We bough the whisk(e)y and printed this 5c part, 
for a fridge that can be run anywhere, with readily 

available materials.

+



pump attachment and sealed whisky jar



Paddy Powered



2. Hi-Tech

Simplicity in terms of design:
A battery powered fridge with no coolant that 

magnetically attaches to a cool bag



For a use case for this fridge we looked at the last 
mile in a cold chain, for vaccine delivery - where 

there are many many solutions, but they all seem 
a bit complex



Thermo-electric fridges exist, but until recently 
there were not battery packs, readily available that 

were suitable to run them.



The solution: our proposal uses an ultra-
portable,  solid state, battery powered 
thermo-electric fridge in two parts, cold 

side and warm side, attached by magnets 
to a disposable inflatable bag. It can keep 
vaccines in 2-8 degree temperature range 

and SMS a remote station if this fails.



A Fridge Magnet Fridge



mockup





A Better Body Bag



Everyone should 
be able to 

bury their dead



a cheap, 
simple to use, 
leak proof 
body bag for 
better identification







Demo!



Improving a 
standard procedure



There is an app for that!



There is an app for that!beta

















38,000,000 deaths go 
uncounted every year
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